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Close the Word Gap

Activity: Continuum
• How confident do you feel about supporting parents to close
the Word Gap?
• Very confident
• A bit confident
• Not very confident
• Stand up and position yourself on this imaginary continuum
On this imaginary continuum

Very confident

A bit confident

Not very confident
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Workshop Aims
This workshop provides early years leaders and practitioners
with an opportunity to:
• Reflect on their ‘circles of influence’
• Identify children at risk of or already demonstrating a
word gap
• Identify strategies to share with parents to close the word
gap
• Reflect on the quality of their parental relationships and
engagement
• Identify the methods and forums that can be used to
raise parental awareness and share strategies

Agenda
• Agenda: Overview of session (2 mins)
• Reminders: Key Points (3 mins)
• Your ‘Circles of Influence’ (5 mins)
• Who: Which children - and parents (5 mins)
• Action Planning (5 mins)

• What: Strategies for Parents (10 mins)
• Action Planning (5 mins)

• How: Relationships and Forums (15 mins)
• Action Planning (5 mins)

• Lunch / End-of-Day Evaluation (5 mins)
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Reminders: Key Points

Reminders: Key Points
•

Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder 2013
– Children’s vocabulary skills are linked to their economic backgrounds;
– The vocabulary gap is evident in toddlers
– Six month gap by 18 / 24 months age  the same word level at:
– 18 months olds – children from the high economic group
– 24 months olds – children from the lower economic group
– by 3 years of age, there is a 30 million word gap heard between
children from the economically wealthiest and poorest families.

•

(Hart & Risley,1995):
– Children’s vocabulary skills are linked to whether they are from ‘high
talk’ vs ‘low talk’ home environments;
– Simply put in the number of words heard per hour
– This is important because vocabulary development during the preschool
years is related to later reading skills and school success in general.
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Bercow Report (2018)
Bercow Report
• The ability to communicate is fundamental to learning, to
relationships and to life chances.
• More than 10% of all children and young people, over 1.4 million
in the UK, have communication difficulties.
• Too many are not getting the support they need.
• It is essential that the signs of SLCN are spotted early and acted
on  EARLY IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION
Bercow Report: ‘Ten Years On: an independent review of provision for children
and young people with SLCN in England’ (March 2018)

https://www.bercow10yearson.com/

Your ‘Circles of
Influence’
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Your Circles of Influence

Parents of
children
attending
your setting

Your Circles of Influence

Parents of
children
attending
your setting
Parents of younger
siblings of children
attending your setting
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Your Circles of Influence

Parents of
children
attending
your setting
Parents of younger
siblings of children
attending your setting
Parents of children not attending
your setting

WHO:
Which Children
(and Parents)
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WHO: Your Children, and Your Circles of Influence
1) For each of the three groups in your ‘Circles of Influence’, from your
knowledge, what are the names of the children attending your
setting; younger siblings, not attending your setting who are?
– at risk of the Word Gap?
– may already have a word gap
– below their age and stage in Communication and Language

Prompts
– Younger siblings (babies / toddlers) of children who attend your school / setting
– Children in your baby room
– Toddler room
– Pre-school room / nursery classes
– Reception classes
– Other children

WHO: Your Children, and Your Circles of Influence
Possible tools and systems available for supporting the identification
of your children (and parents):
• On-going observations
• Knowledge of children and families
• Progress checks
• Summaries
• Speaking to parents to gain knowledge of communication skills at
home including home language if applicable
• Termly reports
• Red book
• Age and stage Questionnaires (Health Checks)
• SEND register
NB: Your access to any of this information is dependent upon the age of the children in your
setting and your role within the setting. E.g. Practitioner, Manager and SEND leader/SENCO
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Action Planning

WHAT:
Strategies for Parents
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WHAT: Strategies for Parents
2) What specific range of strategies might you use to encourage
and upskill the parents of your targeted children to improve the
quantity and quality (e.g. specific and descriptive vocabulary) of
the words spoken to their children per hour / on a daily basis in
their home language?
Strategies for Parents
• …
• …
• …
Prompts:
• Engaging in genuine conversations; using ‘correct’ terminology (e.g. ‘dog’ vs ‘doggy’)
• Real first-hand experiences at home (including daily household routines and chores,
Using real first-hand experiences in the local community; post office, shops etc.
• Narrating; verbal commentary; daily reading / sharing story books; minimal screen time
• Singing songs and rhymes, attending stay-and-play; library song, rhyme, reading
sessions

Speaking

Photo: http://engage.babyoye.com/cognitive-skill-development-2/
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Speaking

UK Enabling Environment of the Year

Photo: http://dyslexia.yale.edu/parentstalkC.html

Speaking, Noticing, Commenting

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-7_B7rQYHfhw/UBo0RGzaZAI/AAAAAAAAFk8/3T65orYKrhw/s1600/Snails+wallpapers+7.jpg
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Speaking

Photo: http://glambistro.com/16855/front-or-rear-facing-pushchair-which-to-pick/

Involving

Photo: http://www.ctvnews.ca/health/health-headlines/to-eat-more-vegetables-children-need-variety-study-1.1485881
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Involving

Photo: http://thefamilychef.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/10-ways-your-children-can-help-in.html

Involving

Photo: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-lDx12g8kOHU/Uci48APEGWI/AAAAAAAANU8/AMcj8fQ9Ds0/s1600/kids_setting_the_table.jpg
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Reading

Photo: http://www.blendedmec.com/language-skills/vocabulary/using-childrens-books-with-adult-language-learners/

Reading

Photo: http://www.disneybaby.com/nursery/bonding-with-baby//
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Reading

Photo: http://delightfulchildrensbooks.com/2012/06/11/summer-reading-challenge-week-1/

Reading

Photo: http://delightfulchildrensbooks.com/2012/06/11/summer-reading-challenge-week-1/
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This video went viral and shows how parents
can boost pupils' language skills

https://www.tes.com/news/viral-video-shows-how-parents-can-boost-pupilslanguage-skills

WHAT: Strategies for Parents
What else?
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WHAT: Strategies for Parents
2) What specific range of strategies might you use to encourage
and upskill the parents of your targeted children to improve the
quantity and quality (e.g. specific and descriptive vocabulary) of
the words spoken to their children per hour / on a daily basis in
their home language?
Strategies for Parents
• …
• …
• …
Prompts:
• Engaging in genuine conversations; using ‘correct’ terminology (e.g. ‘dog’ vs ‘doggy’)
• Real first-hand experiences at home (including daily household routines and chores,
Using real first-hand experiences in the local community; post office, shops etc.
• Narrating; verbal commentary; daily reading / sharing story books; minimal screen time
• Singing songs and rhymes, attending stay-and-play; library song, rhyme, reading
sessions

Action Planning
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HOW:
Relationships and
Forums

How: Relationships and Forums
Relationships  Engagement

HOW

Forums / Methods / Opportunities
NB: Both need to be in place to be effective  Positive Impact
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Relationships: Parents

“ Building sustainable relationships
with families is essential to improving
outcomes for the children”.
‘Building Futures: Believing in Children: A focus on provision for
Black children in the Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009, p16)

Relationships: Parents
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Relationships: Parents
Relationships, Relationships, Relationship!
3) For each of the identified children in each of the three groups in your
‘Circles of Influence’, how would you rate the quality of the
relationships and engagement that their parents have with you / other
colleagues within your setting?
• Outstanding
• Good
• Requires improvement
• Inadequate
4) Outstanding / Good Relationships: Why is this so? What effective
relationship-building strategies can be shared/used with other parents?
5) Requires Improvement / Inadequate Relationships: Why is this so?
What steps might you take to improve the quality of these relationships
in order to influence the parents in closing the word gap?

Relationship-Building Strategies
6) What specifically can / do you do to ensure that for your targeted
parents for closing the word gap:
•
•
•
•
•

•

They “receive a friendly welcome” (Ref No 1, page 20).
They experience “genuinely respectful relationship[s]” (Ref No 1, page 20)
They experience time being made “to ‘listen to [them] and learn about their
feelings’…” (Ref No 1, page 20)
“The staff are aware of any cultural sensitivity” (Ref No 1, page 20).
“Practitioners…recognise the very real fears of [some] parents about
discrimination, negative stereotyping and racist bullying, which they may
have experienced first hand”. (Ref No 1, page 20)
“…assumptions [are not] made, based on stereotypes or previous experiences
with other families from similar backgrounds; all families are unique” (Ref No
1, page 19)

References
•
Ref No 1: ‘Building Futures: Developing Trust: A focus on provision for children from Gypsy,
Roma and Traveller backgrounds in the Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009)
•
Ref No 2: ‘Building Futures: Believing in Children: A focus on provision for Black children in the
Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009)
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Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
7) What range of forums / methods / opportunities might you use with
your targeted parents to:
a) Raise awareness of the importance of closing the word gap:
b) Share strategies for closing the word gap:
Raise Awareness
• …
• …
• …
•

Share Strategies
• …
• …
• …

Prompts
– e.g. face-to-face conversations, workshops, newsletters, website, etc
– What might you do differently for your targeted parents and for all other
parents?

7) How will you ensure strategies for closing the word gap are shared with
all parents in a sensitive way?

Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
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Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents

Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
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Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents

Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
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Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
What else?

Forums / Methods / Opportunities: Parents
7) What range of forums / methods / opportunities might you use with
your targeted parents to:
a) Raise awareness of the importance of closing the word gap:
b) Share strategies for closing the word gap:
Raise Awareness
• …
• …
• …
•

Share Strategies
• …
• …
• …

Prompts
– e.g. face-to-face conversations, workshops, newsletters, website, etc
– What might you do differently for your targeted parents and for all other
parents?

7) How will you ensure strategies for closing the word gap are shared with
all parents in a sensitive way?
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Action Planning

Activity: Continuum
• How confident do you feel about supporting parents to close
the Word Gap?
• Very confident
• A bit confident
• Not very confident
• Stand up and position yourself on this imaginary continuum
On this imaginary continuum

Very confident

A bit confident

Not very confident
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Additional Information

The Word Gap
Recent Research
• Recent research (Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder 2013) indicates that:
– Children’s vocabulary skills are linked to their economic
backgrounds;
– the vocabulary gap is evident in toddlers;
– At 24 months, children from the lower economic group were
performing at the same level as the 18-month-olds from the high
economic group (constituting a 6 month word gap by that age);
– by 3 years of age, there is a 30 million word gap between children
from the wealthiest and poorest families.
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/tyc/feb2014/the-word-gap
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The Word Gap
Earlier Research
• Earlier research (Hart & Risley,1995) also identified that:
– Children’s vocabulary skills are linked to whether they are from ‘high
talk’ vs ‘low talk’ home environments;
– “Simply in words heard…”:
• 616 words per hour = for the ‘average child in a family on welfare’
• 1,251 words per hour = for the ‘average child in a working-class
family’
• 2,153 words per hour = for the ‘average child in a professional family’
– This is important because vocabulary development during the preschool
years is related to later reading skills and school success in general.
NB: Considerations: Remain sensitive and supportive to parents - including those
experiencing depression / mental health, traumatic and / or challenging life events

Some Relationship-Building Reminders
• “…assumptions should not be made, based on stereotypes or previous
experiences with other families from similar backgrounds; all families are
unique” (Ref No 1, page 19)
• “Respect and trust need to be earned” (Ref No 1, page 20)
• “…concerns may only come to light when time is made to ‘listen to parents
and learn about their feelings’…” (Ref No 1, page 20)
• “Genuinely respectful relationship can increase confidence within the
community about the value of early educational experiences” (Ref No 1,
page 20)
• “Some…parents will have unhappy memories of school themselves;
practitioners need to recognise the very real fears of [some] parents about
discrimination, negative stereotyping and racist bullying, which they may
have experienced first hand”. (Ref No 1, page 20)
References
• Ref No 1: ‘Building Futures: Developing Trust: A focus on provision for children from Gypsy,
Roma and Traveller backgrounds in the Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009)
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Some Relationship-Building Reminders
• “When practitioners, confident in their own practice, can show that they
recognise and value parents’ beliefs and opinions, as well as knowledge
about their children, then they can begin to work together for the child’s
benefit” (Ref No 1, page 20).
• “It is important to make sure that parents entering the setting receive a
friendly welcome and that staff are aware of any cultural sensitivity” (Ref
No 1, page 20)
• Listening to parents and children, creating and sustaining opportunities for
meaningful dialogue and being prepared to show that you are worthy of
trust takes time, effort and a genuine belief that it will make a difference
(Ref No 2, page 16).
References
• Ref No 1: ‘Building Futures: Developing Trust: A focus on provision for children from Gypsy,
Roma and Traveller backgrounds in the Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009)
• Ref No 2: ‘Building Futures: Believing in Children: A focus on provision for Black children in
the Early Years Foundation Stage’ (DSCF, 2009)
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